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Since the last issue, we have seen a complete change in the lifestyle of the world.  Covid-19 has 

taken centre stage as seen by our cover picture.  A little mouse shaking his fist at a covid cell.  

No camps, no meetings, no swap meets……..  Even the 43rd DSMSM&A was cancelled.  At 

least we were able to run the floor auction via email bidding. 

F.Y.I., anyone that I have given my business card to in the past, I became aware that they were 

not printed accurately.  The first batch from CJ13 are good but the ruler on the next 2 are 2mm 

longer.  See picture in wants and swaps section. 

Longtime member Bill Thow lost his battle with poor health.  I never met Bill but knew him by 

reputation.  Our loss. 

  

 

 

Mike Assef  

Magazine Editor  



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

The 

DENIS CHARBONNEAU 

MEMORIAL 

SWAP MEET & AUCTION. 
 

Many thanks to all our generous donors. 

 

** Present at the swap meet 

😊 Just little old me 😊 

 

All donations received for the 2020 auction, will be acknowledged in next year’s report 

as nothing was used this year.  The floor auction that was scheduled to be run in 

Montreal, was done online and ALL items in the auction were donated by Glen Wright 

C0923 of The Canadian Badge Auction.  Email him to get on his mailing list. 

We raised $2848.00 which will be donated to Scouts Canada “No One Left Behind”.  

Thank you to all the bidders.   

 

Yours in ScOUTing, 

 

Mike Assef 

  

     CANADIAN BADGERS CLUB 



 

WORLD BROTHERHOOD FUND 
Donations to the fund from the Canadian Badgers Club through 

the efforts of The Montreal Swap Meet and Auction: 

  1978 Swap meet only  1979 Swap meet only 

  1980 $50.00    1981 $130.00 

  1982 $140.00    1983 $340.10 

  1984 $435.90    1985 $513.85 

  1986 $715.00    1987 $765.00 

  1988 $844.00    1989 $1001.00 

  1990 $1691.75    1991 $1924.68 

1992 $1903.00    1993 $1888.45 

1994 $2356.19    1995 $2123.20 

1996 $2533.77    1997 $3637.00 

1998 $3027.00    1999 $3110.00 

2000 $3237.40    2001 $3830.00 

2002 $3550.00    2003 $3000.00 

2004 $4000.00    2005 $4787.00 

2006 $3500.00    2007 $4100.00 

2008 $4020.00    2009 $2612.12 

2010 $4471.37    2011 $4120.00 

2012 $3118.12    2013 $1865.00 

2014 $4192.00    2015 $3018.12 

2016 $2813.12    2017 $3274.00 

2018 $2440.84  2019 $5532.00 

No One Left Behind 

2020 $2848 

Total to date:  $103,463.98 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THOW, William Frederick Weir It is with great sadness we announce the death of William Frederick 

Weir Thow. He was born July 29th, 1954 in Montreal, Quebec. He is Pre-deceased by his grandfather 

William Thow (1990), his father Andrew F.W. Thow (1995), his son Andrew J.W. Thow (2005). He is 

survived by his wife Barbara Thow and by his 

daughter Lisa Thow (Clay Olson), his grandchildren, 

Jacqueline Duifhuis, Mekayla Thow, Leland Thow, 

Donovan Olson, Jesselyn Olson, his great grandson 

Anthony Duifhuis, his brothers Alex Thow (Li), 

Robert Thow, Jevon Thow (Rae), by his Mother 

Martha Ann Thow. his nephews Ayden and Taylor 

Thow, Devin Lynn (Cindy) with his children Theo 

and Ceinwen, his Aunt Susan and Uncle George 

Lynn. William was an active member with Scouts 

Canada for many years as a leader and as a trainer, 

also member of the Badgers Club, and a member of 

B.P Guild. He was a race car driver with Victoria 

Motor Sports Club for several years. He was the 

President of J&R Weir Limited. There will be a 

private service for immediate family at a later date. 

Please contact Lisa 250-616-9109 if wanting to 

contact the family. 

  



 

Used with permission from Cascadia Council’s Facebook post: 

In Loving Memory of Bill Thow, a dedicated Father, Husband, Scouter and Friend. These are a collection of 

memories from close friends and colleagues in our scouting community. We hope these recollections will keep 

the spirit of Bill alive in our lives. 

Sincerely, 

Scouter Ted – Long Time Colleague 

Scouter Chirs Stephens – Long Time Colleague 

Cascadia Council Key3 

 

William (Bill) Thow 

Scouter and Badger Extraordinaire. 

Born: July 29, 1954  Gone Home: May 8, 2020 

“Scouting was a Thow family passion- wife Barb was a Cub Scouter, daughter Lisa a Venturer and Scouter and 

Andrew all sections of the program and Scouter as well. Bill was an active Scouter- Scout Counsellor as well as 

a Venturer Advisor.  He has helped form the character of many youth.” – Chris Stephens, Long Time Colleague 

“Bill was a fountain of outdoor knowledge and a pleasure to talk to. He thought more about others than 

himself.” – Bill Shulte, Colleague 

“He continuously demonstrated his dedication to the concept that we, as Scouters, were there to provide 

guidance the Venturers and provide suggestions and support for the Venturers to succeed. That was in 1999 

and Bill was supporting the concept of "Youth Led" well before it became one of the four elements of the 

Canadian Path. He was a model leader, a great supporter of youth and he believed in Scouting.” – Grant Loyer, 

Member Board of Governors 

“I will always remember him for his strength, kindness, belief in humanity and the power of young people, and 

his willingness to give of himself no matter the personal cost.” – Melissa Bond, Colleague 

“Bill, even legally blind was a shrewd trader and over the years has created an incredible collection that 

expands from what I am told that goes far beyond badges alone. Bill, with his magnifying glass was able to pick 

up the smallest details of differences and subtleties between badges even to the millimetre… we will miss you 

at the trading tables my friend!” – Kim Lanyon, Colleague/fellow badger 

Service: 

1984-1995 Scouter St Mary’s Beaconsfield, Quebec 

1995-1997 Scout Counselor Venturer Advisor 1st Cobble Hill 

1997-2012 Scout Counselor, Venturer Advisor 1st Shawnigan Lake 

1997-2003 Island Region Commissioners/Service Team (Member) 

2003-2008 Eagles Rest Area (Deputy Area Commissioner) 



 

2011-2012 1st Shawinigan Lake Group Registrar 

2011-2012 Eagles Rest Area (Treasurer / Registrar) 

2008-2017 Cascadia Council (Deputy Council Commissioner) 

 

Recognition: 

 

Queen Scout earned in Victoria, BC 

Knight of Tamara (Tamaracouta Scout Reserve - Quebec) 

Award for Fortitude 1999 

Medal of Merit 1999 

Centennial Award 2007 

Silver Acorn 2011 

30 Years of Service Awarded in 2014  



 

 

 

  

Badge Chatter 

Greetings from the cataloguer!  This issue I have heard from Mike Assef, John Pickering and Frank 

Smith.  My apologies if I missed anyone. 

At the start of this article I want to acknowledge the contributions the late Bill Thow has made to the 

club. I know he is being talked about elsewhere in this issue but he was the British Columbia rep for 

many years and as such a valued member of my team.  But I knew him long before that. I remember 

him at jamborees in the 1990’s and onwards.  Also, we met many times at swap meets at the late John 

Ochitwa hosted BC meets and later at other venues in BC.  I have also visited him and Barbara at their 

home at Shawnigan Lake. Bill was a gentleman, a dedicated badger and a man who would not give up 

the hobby despite lots of health challenges thrown his way over the years. I miss you Bill but know that you are 

now busy swapping badges and stories with John, Denis Charbonneau, Bill Neil and others who have also gone 

home. 

This issue is short on new issues; there are none!  It looks like Areas have ended but I am not entirely clear if 

that is country wide as I have not seen an announcement from National. I do know that Fraser Valley Council 

and Pacific Coast Council are entirely a Group Support Model now and that areas are officially gone.  From 

what I have seen the same is true with Voyageur Council.  Sad times for scout badge collectors. 

But this issue is a very busy one as we have tackled the issue of Canadian Jamboree Sub Camps. Frank Smith 

took on this project and I thank him for the initiative. As many will have noted CJ Sub Camps are listed from 

2007 onwards. Starting with that jamboree sub camp badge were made available for all attendees of that sub 

camp and others were available to trade and in some years purchase. Prior to 2007 the approach was much 

different and seemed to be a sub camp organized endeavor.  Some sub camps had sub camp badges and some 

did not. Some had award badges and special sub camp event badges. But following what is done by some other 

clubs we have decided to list the sub camp badges that existed. These include sub camp badges for 1977, 1981, 

1985, 1989, 1993, 1997 and 2001. As far as we can tell there were no subcamp badges for CJ 1949, 1953 and 

1961. At the same time we added the staff badge for 1981 to the listings. 

Further, the lists we have are not lists of all sub camps in any particular year but only of the sub camps that had 

produced sub camp badges. In those earlier years sub camp badges were made available to the sub camp 

members, sometimes on a first come first served basis as memory serves.  At other times sub camp badges were 

made aplenty and could be purchased by members of other sub camps or failing that sub camp members could 

purchase more than one and trade.  So earlier days were a bit of a mishmash.  But in my view sub camps are an 

important jamboree badge, no matter how they came about. So, we have indeed gone back and listed Canadian 

Jamboree sub camps from earlier years. We will also have to change the introduction to our Varieties Catalogue 

which currently says sub-camps were issued by either the jamboree or subcamp. We need to change this to 

“made available by either the jamboree or sub camp” – the key change here being “made available” rather than 

“issued” since in the earlier years not all were formally issued as it was usually up to participants to get them. 

Like everything in the Varieties Catalogue it is a guide to Canadian collectors and it is your decision whether or 

not to collect Canadian Jamboree sub camps.  If you do decide to collect them I am sure you will find this 

addition to the catalogue, including the star ratings, useful. 



 

There were a couple of new finds this issue. The Quebec provincial one is interesting and now that several have 

turned up we have decided to list it. The Victoria Trail badge from Alberta is also interesting in that what turned 

up is more consistent with the Alberta flag which is a component of the badge. The following image shows all 

the Victoria Trail badges so the difference is more obvious. As described the yellow at the bottom of the inset 

Alberta flag (it’s a wheat field by the way) is vertical in the new find which we are calling C and bumping the 

current C to D as that has a horizontal yellow wheat field! The new C is very much like the A and B issues in so 

far as the flag inset goes. 

 

 

 

I usually show a few interesting sub-varieties.  This time I thought in honour of the work Frank did on sub 

camps that I would show some of the badges produced by sub camps who either did or did not have an actual 

sub camp badge for their participants. To see even more examples I recommend Curtis Moffat’s excellent 

website: https://www.canadianjamboreebadges.info/home.htm 

 
The Sub Camp Nanook Challenge badge was also issued in 1977, 1985 and 1989. 

https://www.canadianjamboreebadges.info/home.htm


 

 

I thank all who bring new badges or badge questions to my attention. Keep it up! Please contact me with your 

finds or answers to questions at: ennisgl@telus.net .  

I want to once again thank the Club’s Regional Reps; Michael Diegel, Chris Wootton, Steve Kavanagh, Robert 

Schmitt, Don Connors, Rheal Duchesne and Frank Smith and Linda Aug.  

 

 Gord Ennis  

mailto:%20ennisgl@telus.net


 

BADGE HISTORIES 

 

 

 

 

  



 

wants & swaps ads 

Send your ad to canadianbadgermag@canadianbadgersclub.com or by mail to: 

The Canadian Badger Magazine 589 Dresden Place, Tecumseh, ON. N8N 4B5 
 

 

WANTED 
 CANADIAN NATIONAL JAMBOREE SUBCAMP BADGES 

   CJ-89 ELK 

   CJ-93 MOCKY MOUNTAIN HOUSE 

 ARROWHEAD BADGES 

   #306A BOTTLE DRIVE (red & blue cans) 

   #306B BOTTLE DRIVE (can & bottle) 

   #309C CAMP SKILLS (rope & axe) 

   #313C FALL CAMPING (blue jay) 

   #309D WINTER FUN (smiling yellow sun) 

Frank D. Smith, #18-10605 Cedar Avenue, Summerland B.C V0H 1Z2  fdsmith@telus.net May 2020 

 

 
F.Y.I.  My first card used at CJ13 is proper.  My card used at CJ17 measures 2mm larger.  My new card is the 

same.  They have reprinted them 3 times and still can’t get it right.  

mailto:canadianbadgermag@canadianbadgersclub.com
mailto:fdsmith@telus.net


 

Badger Gord Says Lets Trade 

 

Here are some of the many badges I am after: 

 

         

 

 

 

Please email or Facebook PM me with what you want for any of these gems if you have 

traders!   

I have lots of traders including many 5 star ones. 
 

Gord Ennis, 110-19639 Meadow Gardens Way, Pitt Meadows, BC V3Y 2T5  ennisgl@telus.net  

  

mailto:ennisgl@telus.net


 

 

Great Deal!  International Collectors 

     
This group of badges are for sale, make me an offer.  Badges will go to the highest offer up to 

July 31, 2020.  Successful offer will be informed by August 15, 2020.  Badges will be sent by 

registered mail at buyer’s request and expense, otherwise  

normal mail.   

 

Keith Laing, 43 Dawnville Drive, Winnipeg MB  R3W 1C6   5laingk@gmail.com                                                                                             

 



 

  

  



 

New badges index  



 

This issue’s new badges 

    

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   



 
  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
  

  

 

 

VARIETIES 

CATALOGUE 
 

June, 2020 

Update #2 

 

The Canadian Badger’s Club 



 

 
 

 

 
ALBERTA  (CAN/ALTA.)     

    

Ext V.1 
 

VICTORIA TRAIL DISTRICT  [NA]  
**** A) Swiss, Cut edge, Rectangular; No stockings on Scout.   [WJN-2]  
**** B) Swiss, Cut edge, Rectangular; Stockings on Scout, Stitching on legs. [WJN-2]  

** C) Swiss, cut edge, rectangular, stockings on scout, no stitching on legs. Vertical wheat stocks 

at bottom of inset Alberta flag. "VICTORIA TRAIL DISTRICT" [TCB-45/2] 
  

D) Swiss, Cut edge, Rectangular; Stockings on Scout, No stitching on legs. Horizontal wheat 

stocks at bottom of inset Alberta flag. [CBB, WJN-2] 
   

NOTE: District defunct, badge reissued by Northern Alberta Region.     

   
QUEBEC  (CAN/QC.) 

Ext 1 
 

QUEBEC (PROVINCIAL)  
**** A) Ribbon, Rectangular 24mm x 48mm, Unnamed; Three gold Scout Emblems & 23 thin 

vertical bars on blue background. 
 

** B) Ribbon, Rectangular 33mm x 48mm, Unnamed; Three gold Scout Emblems & 23 thin 

vertical bars on blue background.   [WJN-4 as A] 
 

*** C) Ribbon, rectangular 33mm wide, 48mm design height. Unnamed three gold Scout 

Emblems on blue background with 23 thin vertical bars without a horizontal line at top and 

bottom of bars.    [TCB-45/2]] 
 

** D) Ribbon, Rectangular, Unnamed; Three gold Scout Emblems & 16 vertical bars on blue 

background, Various shades of blue & gold. {WJN-4 as B] 
 

*** E) Ribbon, Rectangular, Unnamed; Three blue Scout Emblems & 16 vertical bars on gold 

background. [WJN-4 as C] 
  

F) Swiss, Cut edge, Shield; Various shades of blue background. [CBB, WJN-4]     

    

   
JAMBOREES (NAT/EVNT/JAM.)     

 
4 

 
4TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE  

* A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Irregular; "CJ '77".   [CBB]     

 
4/1 

 
4TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE  

* A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Circular; "CJ '77  SCOUTS CANADA CANADIANS ALL   TOUS 

CANADIENS".   [CBB] 
    

 
4/2 

 
4TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP NANOOK  

** A) Swiss, rolled edge, dome shape, white border, dark blue background, white lettering and 

polar bear. "SUB-CAMP NANOOK CJ '77 P.E.I.". [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
5 

 
5TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE  

* A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Irregular; "CJ '81".   [TCB-6/3]     

 
5/1 

 
5TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE STAFF  

* A) Swiss, rolled edge, irregular, blue border with mountian scene. "CJ '81 STAFF". [TCB-

45/2]     

 
5/2 

 
5TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE - SUB CAMP BUFFALO 

 

* A) Swiss, rolled edge, rectangular, red border, pale yellow background, brown and black 

buffalo. "BUFFALO SUB-CAMP CJ 81". [TCB-45/2] 

 

   



  
5/3 

 
5TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE - SUB CAMP NANOOK  

** A) Swiss, rolled edge, dome shape, white border, dark blue background, white lettering and 

polar bear (NWT sponsored sub camp). "SUB-CAMP NANOOK CJ '81 ALBERTA". 

[TCB-45/2] 
    

 
5/4 

 
5TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE - SUB CAMP WOLF  

** A) Vinyl, cut edge, rectangular, white background, black lettering and First Nations design. 

"WOLF-LOUP CJ '81. [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
5/5 

 
5TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE - SUB CAMP WOLVERINE   

A) Vinyl, cut edge, oval, white background, black lettering and wolverine. "WOLVERINE 

B.C.-YUKON CJ - 81" [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
6 

 
6TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE PARTICIPANT  

* A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Irregular; "6TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE  CJ 85 GUELPH, 

ONTARIO  JULY 3-12  PARTICIPANT".   [TCB-10/3] 
    

 
6/1 

 
6TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE  

* A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Circular; "6TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE CJ 85  GUELPH, 

ONTARIO  JULY 3-12".   [TCB-10/3] 
    

 
6/2  6TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE - SUB CAMP BEAVER  

* A) Swiss, rolled edge, round, brown border, light blue background, red lettering, red and 

brown dancing beaver. "BEAVER SUB CAMP C.J. '85". [TCB-45/2] 
  

 

 

 
6/3  6TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE - SUB CAMP BUFFALO  
** A) Swiss, rolled edge oval, red border, off white background, two tone brown buffalo on grey 

rock. "SUB-CAMP BUFFALO CJ 85 ONTARIO". [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
6/4  6TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE - SUB CAMP NANOOK  
** A) Swiss, cut edge, irregular shape, white background, blue and white lettering, polar bear 

outlined in blue (NWT sponsored sub camp).  "SUBCAMP NANOOK CJ 85 GUELPH".  

[TCB-45/2] 
    

 
7 

 
7TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE PARTICIPANT  

* A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Irregular; "CJ'89 PARTICIPANT". [TCB-14/3]     

 
7/1 

 
7TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE   

A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Irregular; "CJ'89".   [TCB-14/3]     

 
7/2 

 
7TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP BEAVER   

A) Swiss, rolled edge, round yellow border, white background, red lettering, brown beaver 

with two green trees and land. "BEAVER SUB-CAMP 1989 CANADIAN JAMBOREE 

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND".  [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
7/3 

 
7TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP CARIBOU  

* A) Swiss, rolled edge, round, yellow border, white background, green lettering and caribou 

head (Ontario sponsored sub camp).  "CARIBOU SUBCAMP P.E.I. CJ'89". [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
7/4 

 
7TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP ELK  

*** A) Swiss, rolled edge, irregular shape, green border, yellow background, black lettering, 

orange and green flower (Saskatchewan sponsored sub camp).  "ELK SUBCAMP CJ '89" 

[TCB-45/2] 
    

 
7/5 

 
7TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP NANOOK 



  
* A) Swiss, cut edge, irregular shape, white background, blue lettering, polar bear outlined in 

blue (NWT sponsored sub camp). "SUBCAMP NANOOK CJ '89 P.E.I.". [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
7/6 

 
7TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP WOLF  

*** A) Vinyl, rectangle, white background, black lettering with black and red First Nations design 

(BC sponsored sub camp). "CJ '89 WOLF P.E.I. CANADIAN JAMBOREE". [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
8 

 
8TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE PARTICIPANT  

** A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Dome; "8th SCOUTS CANADA JAMBOREE  8ieme 

KANANASKIS COUNTRY ALBERTA  1993  PARTICIPANT". 
    

 
8/1 

 
8TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE  

* A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Dome 113mm x 75mm; "8th SCOUTS CANADA JAMBOREE 8ieme  

KANANASKIS COUNTRY ALBERTA 1993".   [TCB-18/3] 
    

 
8/2 

 
8TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE STAFF  

* A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Dome; "8th SCOUTS CANADA JAMBOREE KANANASKIS 

COUNTRY ALBERTA 1993 STAFF". 
    

 
8/3 

 
8TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP ALGONQUIN   

A) Swiss, rolled edge, vertical rectangle, black border, yellow background, white lettering, 

black trees. "SUB-CAMP ALGONQUIN PARK ONTARIO CJ '93". [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
8/4 

 
8TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP FORT CARLTON   

A) Swiss, rolled edge, irregular vertical, tan border, tan background, dark brown lettering, red 

and black vintage soldier. Note, there is also a silk screened Fort Carlton badge.  "FORT 

CARLTON CJ 93". [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
8/5 

 
8TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP FRASER  

** A) Swiss, rolled edge, round, black background, white lettering, multi-coloured gold miner 

and tent. "SUBCAMP FRASER CJ '93 KANANASKSA ALBERTA". [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
8/6 

 
8TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP PORT ROYAL  

** A) Swiss, rolled edge, rectangular, red border, white background, red lettering, brown and 

black vintage cannon. "PORT ROYAL SUB-CAMP CJ '93 NOVA SCOTIA". [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
8/7 

 
8TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP FORT PRINCE OF WALES  

* A) Swiss, rolled edge, dome shape, green border, tan background, green lettering, brown fort. 

"FORT PRINCE OF WALES MANITOBA SUBCAMP CJ '93". [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
8/8 

 
8TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP ROCKY MOUNTAIN HOUSE  

*** A) Swiss, rolled edge, vertical oval, white border, blue background, white lettering, red and 

white indigenous headdress and cabin chimney design. "SUB CAMP ROCKY 

MOUNTAIN HOUSE CJ 93 ALBERTA". [TCB-45/2]  
    

 
9 

 
9TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE PARTICIPANT  

* A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Irregular; "9th SCOUTS CANADA JAMBOREE 9ieme CJ'97  

THUNDER BAY ONTARIO  PARTICIPANT".   [TCB-22/3] 
    

 
9/1 

 
9TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE STAFF  

* A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Irregular; "9th SCOUTS CANADA JAMBOREE 9ieme CJ'97 

THUNDER BAY ONTARIO  STAFF".   [TCB-22/3] 
    

 
9/2  9TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE 



  
* A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Irregular 105 x 53; "9th SCOUTS CANADA JAMBOREE 9ieme  

CJ'97  THUNDER BAY ONTARIO".   [TCB-22/3] 
   

NOTE: Badge of same design measuring 111 x 60 is a pre Jamboree issue and should be 

considered a promotional badge. 
    

 
9/3 

 
9TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP ASSINIBOINE  

* A) Swiss, cut edge, irregular shape (canoe), brown border, tan background, red lettering, 

brown buffalo and paddle (Manitoba sponsored sub camp). "ASSINIBOINE SUBCAMP 

CJ '97 MB". [TCB-45/2] 
  

 

 

 
9/4 

 
9TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP FRASER   

A) Swiss, rolled edge, rectangular, black border, red background, black lettering, black and 

red and white First Nations design. "SUBCAMP FRASER CJ '97 B.C./YUKON 9TH 

SCOUTS CANADA JAMBOREE". [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
9/5 

 
9TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP MACKENZIE  

* A) Swiss, rolled edge, large round badge, white border, light blue background, white lettering, 

gold canoeist, white mountains and blue river design. "SUBCAMP MACKENZIE 

ALBERTA CJ '97 N.W.T." [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
9/6 

 
9TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP MIRA   

A) Swiss, rolled edge, round, green border, white background, blue lettering, large two tone 

blue V and green bridge design. "MIRA SUBCAMP CJ 97 NS". [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
9/7 

 
9TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP NAHANNI (STAFF)   

A) Swiss, rolled edge, large rectangle, gold border, brown background, gold lettering, large 

gold N with white waterfall. "NAHANNI SUBCAMP CJ '97 JAMBOREE STAFF" [TCB-

45/2] 
 

9/8 
 

9TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP NIAGARA   
A) Swiss, rolled edge, rectangular green border, pale yellow background (two shades), green 

and brown lettering, white Trillium flower (Ontario sponsored sub camp). "NIAGARA 

SUBCAMP CJ '97". [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
9/9 

 
9TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP QUEBEC SOUS  

** A) Swiss, rolled edge,angled truncated dome shape, red border, white background, red 

lettering, green serpent, red sun, blue water, brown land design. "QUEBEC SOUS/SUB 

CAMP". [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
10 

 
10TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE  

* A) Swiss, Rolled edge, Rectangular; “CJ 01  10TH SCOUTS CANADA JAMBOREE 

10EME". [TCB-26/3] 
    

 
10/1 

 
10TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP BEAVER   

A) Swiss, rolled edge, dome shape, blue border, bright blue and yellow background, blue 

lettering, brown beaver. "BEAVER SUBCAMP ALBERTA NWT NUNAVUT  P.E.I. CJ 

'01". [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
10/2 

 
10TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP BUFFALO   

A) Swiss, rolled edge, large rectangle, black border, blue background, yellow map of Canada 

with herd of brown buffalo superimposed on it (Manitoba sponsored sub camp). 

"BUFFALO SUB CAMP CJ '01 - P.E.I. JOIN THE STAMPEDE!". [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
10/3  10TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP CARIBOU 



   
A) Swiss, cut edge, square, light beige border, also yellow and pink border versions and 

backgrounds. Black lettering, white Trillium flower with black caribou imposed on it. 

"CARIBOU SUB-CAMP ONTARIO C.J. 2001". [TCB-45/2] 
   

  
10/4 

 
10TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP ELK  

* A) Swiss, rolled edge, irregular vertical shape, green border, blue background, green lettering, 

brown elk. "ELK SUBCAMP CJ '01 SASKATCHEWAN". [TCB-45/2] 
  

 

 

 
10/5  10TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP LYNX  

* A) Swiss, rolled edge, irregular rectangular shape, black border, blue background, brown and 

white lettering, brown PEI island and silver "lynx". "LYNX SOUS-CAMP QUEBEC 

SUB-CAMP CM '01 PEI". [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
10/6  10TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP PORCUPINE   

A) Swiss, rolled edge, round, bronze border, blue background, bronze lettering and porcupine 

design. "PORCUPINE SUBCAMP NOVA SCOTIA CJ '01". [TCB-45/2] 
    

 
10/7 

 
10TH CANADIAN JAMBOREE SUB CAMP WOLF   

A) Swiss, cut edge, large irregular oval shape, bright blue border, blue background, white 

lettering, black, red and white First Nations design. This badge consisted of a large centre 

piece and five small segments. The single uncut badge was a souvenir badge. "B.C. 

YUKON SUB CAMP CJ 2001 P.E.I.". [TCB-45/2] 

    

    

  



 
 

The Canadian Badger’s Club 

Membership Application 

The fine print... 

Memberships in the Canadian Badger’s Club are valid from January 1 to December 31. Membership applications 

received after October 31 will apply to the following year.  

Each membership entitles the member to receive The Canadian Badger, the official magazine of The Canadian Badger’s 

Club. The Canadian Badger is issued every March, June, September and December. A renewed membership will receive 

the next upcoming edition of The Canadian Badger determined by the date of renewal. 

A new member will receive a copy of the Canadian Badger’s Club Code of Ethics, as well as a copy of the current 

Canadian Badger’s Club Bylaws. 

  

Previous printed magazines can be purchased at a price determined by the cost of production and postage and only if 

spare copies of the magazine are available. Previous editions of The Canadian Badger can be found in the magazine 

archive at the club website, www.canadianbadgersclub.com. 

The Canadian Badger’s Club Varieties Catalogue is available in Portable Document Format (.pdf) to all new members 

free of charge. The Canadian Badger’s Club Membership Directory is available in Portable Document Format (.pdf) to all 

new members free of charge. 

Printed copies of The Canadian Badger’s Club Varieties Catalogue are available for purchase at a price determined by 

the cost of production and postage. 

 

Please read the following carefully, and sign and date. 

I declare that I have not at any time denied a Vulnerable Sector Search to be completed and/or a Police Record Check to 

be completed. 

I agree to the rules laid out by the Club in the Bylaws and Code of Ethics and do not have any objections to my details 

being stored on the Club’s Computer Systems. 

I also declare that I am able to or have completed all the necessary requirements within Scouts Canada’s (or my local 

Scouting Association’s) Volunteer Screening Policy, including, but not limited to, the Vulnerable Sector Search and/or 

Police Record Check. 

I understand that verification of details can be sought at any point during my membership. 

Signed_____________________________________ Date_______________  

  (Parent or Guardian if applicant is under 18) 

  

  



 

Please post your completed form to:

All members: $10.00 Canadian Youth: $22.00 The Canadian Badger's Club

Canadian Adult: $36.00 c/o 301-5524 Heatherwood Court

USA: $46.00 Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

International: $66.00 B3K 5N7

Or by e-mail to: 

secretarytreasurer@canadianbadgersclub.com

Electronic Magazine Paper Magazine

Membership Rates:

All rates are for one year. Memberships received after 

Oct 31 will apply for the next year. Multiple year 

applications will be rejected and returned.  

Make all cheques or money orders payable to: The Canadian Badger’s Club. 

For PayPal, please choose to send as a gift to: canadianbadgersclub@gmail.com 

Name:

Address:

City: State/Province:

Country: Postal Code:

Telephone:

E-mail:

Council/Region: Area/District:

If renewing, please indicate your Membership Number: C

Position in Scouting:

Group/Section: (required for 

youth application)

 

Please indicate the magazine format you are applying for, either (  ) electronic or (  ) paper. 

 

Make sure that your application is printed clearly so that we have the correct information. 


